
HOW TO TRANSITION FROM
OPTOMETRY STUDENT

TO OPTOMETRIST
How do you go from student, to a licensed and practicing OD?

GET YOUR
LICENSE2

3

Getting your license is step one.
You need to look at each specific
state to see what they require.

GET
YOUR NPI

National Provider Identifier - It is
a unique 10-digit identification

number issued to healthcare
providers in the USA by the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services.

If your are not setting up a business, simply
use your SSN (social security number)

1FIND
A JOB

While this step is not essential or
mandatory to proceed through the

remaining steps, it does make things
easier if you have a practice location

to use for your address. If not, simply
use your home address or a P.O. Box.

APPLY/RECEIVE
TAX ID4

Decide how you want to set up your
business and then obtain the relevant
tax ID. If you are using your SSN, this
step does not apply.

APPLY
FOR CAQH6

Registering for CAQH makes life a
lot easier to become a provider on
insurance plans as an optometrist.
Both medical and vision plans use
CAQH in their credentialing process.

GET ON
INSURANCE
PANELS8

Medicare is the gatekeeper for lots of
insurance panels, it takes a long time, but
is essential for a smooth medical practice!
It can also make credentialing with other
vision and medical insurances much easier.

5
IF

INCORPORATING
APPLY FOR

GROUP NPI#
After receiving your tax ID letter from the
IRS (letter 575 or 147C) you can go back
to the NPPES web site and apply for your

type II NPI number.

7MALPRACTICE
INSURANCE

Malpractice insurance is essential to join
many insurance plans and is required

to see patients.

4685975412

Visit newgradoptometry.com for in-depth
articles on each of these 7 critical steps

Getting credentialing on insurance plans can be very di�cult.
NewGradOptometry has partnered with Optometric Billing
Consultants to make life easier for new graduates. Visit their
website claimdoctor.net or call them at (309) 836-2456 to
save time and costly errors!


